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Descriptive Inventory

SC 3260     DANIEL Boone Cigar Factory – Louisville, Kentucky

1 folder. 1 item. 1886. Original.

SC2018.3.38

BIBLIOGRAPHIC RECORD

SC 3260     DANIEL Boone Cigar Factory – Louisville, Kentucky

Letter, 1 December 1886, of Dan'l Boone Cigar Factory, C. C. Bickel & Co., Louisville, Kentucky, notifying Scott Cunningham, Derby, Indiana, of shipment and invoicing for an order of cigars. A postscript wishes the addressee a "Good 'Holiday Season.'" Letter is on the factory's letterhead and includes envelope with image of Daniel Boone.

1 folder. 1 item. Original.

SC2018.3.38

SUBJECT ANALYTICS

Boone, Daniel, 1734-1820 – Relating to Businesses – Louisville
C. C. Bickel & Company – Louisville – Relating to Cunningham, Scott, b. 1848 – Letter to Tobacco industry and trade – Louisville
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